
Hip & Ridge Strips
shown in:

Natural Wood

*Malarkey Roofing systems require algae resistant EZ-Ridge™ XT  shingles or Hip and Ridge 
shingles 10”  & 12”, in conjunction with the algae resistant shingles, to receive the full 20 year 
algae resistant warranty system. 3M and Scotchgard are trademarks of 3M Company.

Hip & Ridge Strips are designed to highlight certain hues in the Malarkey shingles and may 
not always appear to be an exact match to the entire blend of the roof.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Malarkey Roofing Products’ Hip & Ridge Strips 10” (254 mm) 
and Hip & Ridge Strips 12” (305 mm) respond to the demands 
of a high performance hip and ridge cap for all shingled roofs, 
supporting an array of ridge vents.

Providing easy and quick installation, Malarkey Hip & Ridge 
Strips are manufactured perforated and have a low profile 
creating a traditional hip and ridge appearance.

SBS MODIFIED ASPHALT STRIPS
Hip & Ridge Strips are coated with rubberized asphalt to create 
flexibility, weatherability, and outstanding granule adhesion. The 
thermo cycling resilience of the SBS asphalt allows the granules 
to expand and contract as the temperature changes. Rubberized 
asphalt has the superior ability to match the movement of the 
granule, holding it in place. The longer the granules adhere to the 
asphalt, the longer your roof will last.

3M SCOTCHGARD™

10” (254 mm) and 12” (305 mm) Hip & Ridge Strips feature a 
Scotchgard™ Algae Resistant Roofing System from 3M with a 20 year 
warranty, when used in conjunction with one of  Malarkey’s Scotchgard™ 
shingles. The Scotchgard™Algae Resistant Roofing System from 3M is 
the single most effective solution available against algae damage.

3M ROOFING GRANULES AND COLORFAST COATING
Hip & Ridge Strips use 3M granules, which are the standard of quality 
and performance for the roofing industry and provide the highest degree 
of ultraviolet protection available, to ensure a lasting roof system.

3M specially selected granules are coated with long lasting colored 
ceramic to guarantee your roof will provide many years of color without 
fading.



EZ-Ridge™

shown in:
Storm Grey
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SUPERIOR DESIGN
Malarkey Roofing Products’ EZ-Ridge™ and EZ-Ridge™ XT decorative 
elevated design ridge shingles complement your roof’s profile and 
boldly create a beautiful finishing touch to your home.

SBS MODIFIED ASPHALT SHINGLES
EZ-Ridge™ and EZ-Ridge™ XT are coated with rubberized asphalt to 
create flexibility, weatherability, and outstanding granule adhesion. 
The thermo cycling resilience of the SBS asphalt allows the granules to 
expand and contract as the temperature changes. Rubberized asphalt has 
the superior ability to match the movement of the granule, holding it 
in place. The longer the granules adhere to the asphalt, the longer your 
roof will last.

3M SCOTCHGARD™

EZ Ridge™ and EZ Ridge™ XT feature a Scotchgard™ Algae Resistant 
Roofing System from 3M with a 20-year warranty, when used in 
conjunction with one of  Malarkey’s Scotchgard™ shingles. The 
Scotchgard™ Algae Resistant Roofing System from 3M is the single 
most effective solution available against algae damage.

3M ROOFING GRANULES AND
COLORFAST COATING
Malarkey’s EZ-Ridge™ and EZ-Ridge™ XT use 3M granules, which 
are the standard of quality and performance for the roofing industry 
and provide the highest degree of ultraviolet protection available, to 
ensure a lasting roof system.

3M specially selected granules are coated with long lasting colored 
ceramic to guarantee your roof will provide many years of color 
without fading.

*Malarkey Roofing systems require algae resistant EZ-Ridge™ XT  shingles or Hip and Ridge 
shingles 10”  & 12”, in conjunction with the algae resistant shingles, to receive the full 20 year algae 
resistant warranty system. 3M and Scotchgard are trademarks of 3M Company.

EZ-Ridge™ and EZ-Ridge™ XT  shingles are designed to highlight certain hues in the Malarkey 
shingles and may not always appear to be an exact match to the entire blend of the roof.


